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There is a problem here
Built on Lithium and Valium
That manic state filled with
Prozac-Dry-Wall beneath the brain.
It shuts out firings, big on bent over figures.  

All efforts, cocktails or none,
We all bear feelings. 
Does that stick us to poles?
Do we sway, getting faster,
Hitting top lefts and bottom rights? 
All is wild in the now (anyway)
 “Welcome to the life adventure,”
  As it’s told

If never in time, the Pre-
Production we build in our brains
As kids
Is wasted in maltreatment. 
To grow up loved, as I did,
Never changed my make up.
Never saved the blow by blow. 

Go,
Live a year in a garbage can, 
Hop freight trains to Marfa,
Marvel over the novel idea of “it all.”
Call that treatment. 
Grasp the visual of “it all”
Jump from marquee moon
To cracked belting vocals in 
Midnight apartments

This insidious illness
Passes some and stays in others
As an unwelcomed guest
We, withering as each day goes on. 
Think you’ve grown up enough. 
You grad, you marry, and 
When kids come
The shine in line, the silver lining over “it all”
Tries to tarnish. 
That black cloud thing. 

Self medicate in a color (besides green)
To open up doors on other ends of your circuits. 
See more words we inscribed
Our hieroglyphics are just words and fancy numbers. 
That prescription only ebbs you so far

BASED ON THE NEW YORK TIMES ARTICLE “THE PROBLEM WITH HOW WE 
TREAT BIPOLAR DISORDER” BY LINDA LOGAN. CHECK OUT OUR BLOG FOR 
A LINK!

SELF APPLIED
LANA BAUMGARTNER

Poetry Contest
Winner

The Liberator’s Liberal Arts Week 2013 
Event was a poetry competition, requiring 

participants to write a piece of 
poetry based on an article they read in the 

New York Times
This year’s Liberal Arts Week 

Scholarship winner was
Lana Baumgartner, 

3rd Year Middle Eastern Cultures and 
Languages  major

Photo by Madhu Singh
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STORY IN ELIE’S PODCAST HERE

Facebook. Twitter. YouTube. What do these three 
websites have in common? They’re all blocked in 
China. I should know—I spent three months in my 
hometown teaching at an English school and working 
with potential exchange students. Yes, as difficult as 
it is to believe, I spent the entire summer without 
all three. While I lamented not being able to see the 
birthday wishes posted on my Facebook page, by 
that time I had learned an important lesson about 
censorship in my country, and it was one that I took 
with me back to the States. 

CENSORSHIP OF THE MIND
I am not referring to censorship by the Chinese 

government; rather, the academic censorship placed 
on Chinese students—including those with whom I 
worked—is something that continues to trouble me 
today. As a liberal arts major who wakes up everyday 
eager to read new literature, compose academic essays, 
and debate over abstractions in a foreign language, I 
can honestly say that I felt suffocated while in China. 

My job was to help students prepare for their 
visa interviews. Although I began my job with 
soaring optimism, as time passed I realized how 
incomprehensive the Chinese education system 
was and how much it deprived its students of their 
potential. One of the first questions I asked my 
students was, “Why do you want to study in another 
country?” The common response? “I don’t know.” 

When I first heard that remark from a sixteen-year-
old mathematics prodigy, I dismissed it with a scoff 
and repeated the question. To my discontent, he 
also repeated his response. And so did many other 
students. I was astonished that they could not provide 
substantive answers to the most basic questions. It 
seemed as though not a single student knew why they 
wanted to study abroad, why they learned English, 
and why they were even sitting in my office. 

And yet these students were the brightest of the 
bright to have the opportunity to leave China to 
broaden their horizons. I should also add that I tried 
to teach a student to say “broaden my horizons,” and 
he could not do it even after many weeks. Eventually, 
he told me how much he hated his English classes and 
their supposed uselessness. 

THE CRIPPLING EFFECT
The overemphasis on a rigid teaching of mathematics 

and the sciences, the endless cycles of exams, and the 
mounting pressure from parents to outcompete in 
school had imprisoned them for so long that their 
thinking processes were rendered mechanical and 
predictable.  

They learned calculus before high school, but could 
not engage in thoughtful discussions about literature, 
philosophy, or art. They aced their exams, but 
harbored no passion for any discipline. In fact, many 
of them hated (really, feared) school and wanted to 
escape. 

I knew that their intellectual growth had been stunted 
by a system of academic and cultural confinement that 
deemphasized passion and creativity. The humanities 
may be ruthlessly scrutinized, but their true value 
becomes clear in an environment where the liberal 
arts are quashed in favor of other disciplines. 

And I should know. Like I said before, I spent three 
months in a country that, in my opinion, could teach 
their future generations to better appreciate the 
beauty and the essence of the humanities. 

CHINA
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VS
THE RAMIFICATIONS OF AN EDUCATION 
WITHOUT LIBERAL ARTS COMPONENETS

ELIE WU

INFORMATION 

ELECTRICAL

ENGLISH
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While most colleges prepare students for a specific 
career, the College of Liberal Arts prepares its students 
with a set of skills. The stereotype of an out of work 
Philosophy major is reinforced everyday through 
articles like Yahoo’s “Top 5 Degrees to Avoid” and 
Buzzfeed’s “7 Degrees that Don’t Pay Enough.” Liberal 
arts, though, is vital in exposing people to innovative 
ideas. Students are attending wildly different classes 
and learning about all sorts of different peoples who 
transcend time and space, but ultimately, reinforce 
the same core messages. 

HUMAN EXPERIENCE
For senior and Psychology major Umaima Suteria, 

the message is human experience. Suteria took a class 
entitled “Imperial Japan” taught by Nancy Stalker. 

“When I spent a whole semester learning and 
reading about a culture and time period I had little 
prior knowledge of, it made me realize that as humans 
we have been and are trying to simply get by in life.” 

She concluded that we, as people, are all the same, 
and Suteria tells me this broadened her horizons. “We 
were learning about the daily toils that the average 
samurai experienced, such as feeding his family, and 
these are the problems Americans are dealing with 
today.” 

As a psychology major, Suteria believes it is important 
to understand commonalities. “When we are dealing 
with struggles at school, work or with relationships, it 
is important to understand that everyone has troubles 
too and suddenly we become more sympathetic and 
understanding.” 

FILLING IN THE GAPS
Jacqueline Smith teaches a class entitled “Critical 

Perspectives of Black Women’s Literature” which 
International Relations and Middle Eastern Studies 
senior Zavier Wingham took early during his college 
experience. This class brought to light ideas that 
have been pushed onto the back burners. Moments 

in history such as the Civil Rights Movement and 
the Feminist Movement all proudly discuss the role 
played by men and white women, but all too often 
black women were overshadowed. 

“When we think of feminism or female rights, the 
‘white woman’ comes to mind, and not many people 
know too much about black feminism and its amazing 
progress or effects on society.”  It is classes such as 
these that help popularize and draw attention to 
neglected groups and individuals ensuring everyone 
is significant to our history. 

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
History and Sociology senior, Nathanael Bonney’s 

most influential class was called “History of the Arab 
World” taught by Abraham Marcus. 

Initially, Bonney took this class because “the Arab 
World has been the hotspot of world affairs lately 
and it’s a region whose modern history is not taught 
in high school.” But more importantly “you cannot 
understand the present without knowing the past.” 

It is difficult to understand the perspective of the 
Middle East and Western nations without having a 
good grasp of the whole situation, and people are 
prone to make ignorant claims. This class taught 
history not just from the victors’ perspective, but 
from all sides. 

Bonney informed me that his goal was to “understand 
why the world is the way it is today” and this class has 
helped him come close to achieving this. 

Wingham read a quote which states, “… the master’s 
tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” Classes 
teach us how to have a keen eye for detail and to value 
the importance of analyses. After all, isn’t this is what 
the Liberal Arts are all about? What makes COLA 
students pliable for the future and job market is that 
we know these details must sustain, not distort, the 
powerful big picture of a Liberal Arts education.

AISHA ALI

Want to know more 
about the classes 

mentioned?
Here are some 

readings on the topics:

The Clan Records: Stories of Korea by Kijiyama Toshiyuki 
The Soil by Nagatsuka Takashi 
This book shows the difficulties of living in rural Japan and interestingly 
the charterers are based off of real people Takashi knew. 
Some Prefer Nettles by Tanizaki Junichiro 
This book is about a relationship between a married man and a woman 
that is troublesome. It depicts the era when Japan was trying to preserve 
it’s cultural heritage while becoming a modern state.

The Collected Poems by Audre Lorde Lorde was an African 
American activist during the 1960s. She frequently published poems 
such as Coal and Now. 
The Autobiography of Malcom X by Malcom X and Alex 
Haley
“The Poisonwood Bible” by Barbara Kingsolver

A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hossaini This book is 
about two very different women living in Afghanistan during the reign 
of The Taliban. Their lives are an inspiring tale of survival, love, and 
sacrifices. 
Between Memory and Desire: The Middle East in a 
Troubled Age by Stephan Humphreys

HOW STUDENTS’ FAVORITE CLASSES AFFECTED THEIR PERSPECTIVE
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Do’s and Don’ts 

Have you ever Googled yourself? If not, you should. 
Anything that comes up is public information, which 
anyone could easily find: professors, parents, strangers, 
and especially employers. Social media sites such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn have taken networking 
to a new level by making communication between people 
worldwide easily accessible and free. 

With social media being used so frequently it is easy 
to forget about online presence, or that once something 
is posted, it is out there forever. Just as people are being 
noticed for their hard work and talent, others are getting 
rejected and jeopardizing their chances due to some of 
their photos or comments on social 
media. But, rather than panicking 
and deleting any and all social 
media presence, here are some tips 
to improve social media use. 

Be yourself. Some people get so 
caught up trying to “clean up” their 
social media accounts that they end 
up making themselves look less 
attractive to employers. 

“The biggest mistake you can 
make on social media is to not be 
yourself,” said Kelsey McKinney a 
Plan II and English major and Life 
and Arts Editor of the Daily Texan, 
“in whatever aspect that may take.” 

One of the biggest benefits of 
social media websites is that it 
allows individuals to show their character. “You want 
your personality to come through on the Internet so when 
people are looking for you or trying to decide if they want 
to employ you,” McKinney said, “you are coming through 
as yourself.” 

Employers want to see these qualities and make a 
judgment about whether or not you would fit in at the 
company, but they also want to see that you’re a person.  

The spectrum has many directions. There are some 
people that don’t protect anything, even if it is illegal or 
inappropriate, and then there are some people that protect 
all of their social media so they can’t even be searched. 
Both are risky and huge red flags for employers. 

Be proactive to manage your online image. First, clean up 
digital dirt. According to Career Coach Hon Lam, “Digital 

Dirt refers to the personal information you include online 
about yourself, and the information other people make 
public about you, that may be considered inappropriate by 
an employer.” 

It is important to start managing online content before 
going into the job search. Before posting something take a 
moment to ask ‘would I want my boss or client seeing this?’ 
or ‘does this need an explanation?’ 

Next, begin to build a professional online brand that 
highlights intellectual interests and skills within a 
particular area. Start making smart choices early so it 
becomes a habit.

Social media has become 
increasingly intertwined with 
our everyday lives and activities. 
Facebook is used to communicate 
with friends and family around the 
world, LinkedIn is used to network 
and connect with professionals in 
similar fields, and Twitter is used to 
share thoughts and feelings about 
news and celebrities. 

In the heat of the moment it might 
seem like the easiest choice to tweet 
reactions and feelings, however 
once something is posted, it is out 
in the world forever. 

Social media has transformed 
everyday life and it isn’t going 
away anytime soon. From basic 

communication to event promotion-nothing is the same 
anymore. Just because our generation has grown up with 
the Internet and social media, it doesn’t mean we are 
immune. 

Former Student Government President, Thor Lund 
shared a controversial blog post that caused an immediate 
outrage, making headlines locally on the local Daily Texan, 
nationally on the Huffington Post, and even internationally 
with a UK newspaper. Thor was in the spotlight and all 
eyes were on him, eyes which could have been employers’. 

As college students, social media has the potential to be 
a huge asset. It is simple. Be yourself, be smart, and be 
cautious. 

PROFESSIONALISM ONLINE
Social Media Do’s and Don’t’sThree Tips to Improve 

Social Media Presence: 
If you haven’t already, create 
a LinkedIn account. It is an 
appropriate way to network 

and connect with professionals. 

Follow recruiters and other 
professionals active in the 
industry or career area of 

interest to you. You can also 
use Twitter to access real-time 

job postings. 

Create an About.me page that 
links to your various social 

media accounts. You can also 
include your About.Me url on 
your resume to help recruiters 

learn more about you.

MEGAN PALOMBO

If you are smart 
about how you 

display yourself on 
the internet you don’t 

have to be as 
smart at limiting who 

can see it

6

Photos by Madhu Singh
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Television has come a long way.  The first television shows 
we watched as a generation were hopefully Mister Rogers’ 
Neighborhood, Power Rangers, Batman: The Animated Series 
and Seinfeld, in that particular order.  

Then came reality television, for whatever that was worth.  Even 
I must admit the first exposure I had to Austin was in the The 
Real World: Austin, when in the very first episode, cast member 
Danny Jamieson got his eye socket crushed after a violent 
altercation on 6th Street.

While premium cable such as HBO has been a source of quality 
television series for over a decade now, starting 
with Sex and the City and The Sopranos in 
the late 1990’s, viewers have been noting a 
particular increase in quality for most cable 
shows.  From HBO’s Game of Thrones to 
the recently finalized Breaking Bad, a more 
cinematic approach is evident in the majority 
of recent cable television shows.

HBO: AMPLIFYING AUDIENCE APPEAL
Government major Nicky Kumar, who co-

hosts the KVRX radio talk show, Cancel the 
Apocalypse, agrees that Game of Thrones 
exemplifies how far HBO, in particular, has 
come.  He says you can easily see a much 
stronger focus on Hollywood production 
values and attention to detail put into the 
television realm.

“A big help has been the bigger budgets,” 
Kumar says.  “There used to be a lot of difficulty 
with battle scenes in TV shows, even in HBO’s 
Rome.”

UT graduate student Aaron Mercier, who teaches the Game 
of Thrones course under the English department, says that part 
of Game of Thrones’ success stems from both its own and the 
source material’s abilities to address issues that are important to 
Americans.  These issues include the contrasts between perception 
and reality, between wealth and power, and the contradiction of 
erecting structures of society that are soon wrecked.

“There is also a massive, almost Dostoyevsky-level number of 
characters in the series… people find something to love and hate 
from each one,” Mercier says. “In my class, many have read the 
books more than once and are fans of the show.”

Indeed, when comparing ratings, the Game of Thrones peak of 
14.2 million viewers, despite being on a premium cable network, 
is far larger than the series finale of Breaking Bad, which attracted 
10.3 million viewers.  

NETFLIX: THE GAME CHANGER
While the Game of Thrones series seems to be another in a 

long line of quality TV series on the cable network, Netflix has 
boldly grown its number of original television series in the last 
year.  As of late, it is difficult to bump into anyone on campus 
who has not watched House of Cards, Orange Is the New Black, 
or Hemlock Grove.  In fact, the series combined already garnered 
14 nominations at this year’s Primetime Emmy Awards.

“Netflix has really shaken the foundations of television,” Kumar 
says.  “House of Cards being recognized at the Emmy’s and placed 

with the likes of Breaking Bad, Mad Men, and 
Game of Thrones at the Emmy’s shows that 
Netflix has incredible potential.”

Kumar says it has been a very smart move 
on Netflix’s part to place big names behind its 
series as well, associating Academy Award-
nominated director David Fincher and 
Academy Award-winning actor Kevin Spacey 
with House of Cards.  In the future, we can 
likely expect even larger investments into TV 
series from networks.

“Netflix is perfectly capable of producing 
quality television that viewers like,” Mercier 
says.  “Fantasy series are really hard to do 
— they need incredible budgets and care.  
Eventually, we might see a cult fantasy series 
on Netflix, though.”

Mercier says what Netflix does right is 
promote its role as the “purveyor of binge,” 
encouraging viewers to watch entire seasons 
as soon as they are released.  This is much like 
sitting through a very long movie, he says.

HAS HOLLYWOOD MET ITS MATCH?
The improvement in appeal, creativity and larger production 

values in television contrasts the recent revelation of film 
directors Steven Spielberg and George Lucas, who recently 
suggested an “implosion” in the film industry.  As Spielberg said, 
his Academy Award-winning Lincoln was almost an HBO special 
due to difficulties in distributing films.

Both Kumar and Mercier agree that the attention to source 
material in Game of Thrones points to a depth that is equal to 
or great than Hollywood productions.  Mercier says the ability 
of Game of Thrones to surpass other fantasy films in faithfulness 
seems to suggest television, too, is surpassing film. 

Netflix’s House of Cards HBO’S Boardwalk Empire

HBO’s Game of Thrones

HBO& NETFLIX: DEMYSTIFYING GIANT SUCCESS ON THE SMALL SCREEN

OMAR GAMBOA

Looking for 
something to 
watch until 

Game of Thrones 
returns? Try these:
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Game of Thrones 
exemplifies 

how far HBO 
has come, 

representing 
a much 

stronger focus 
on Hollywood 

production values 
and attention to 
detail into the 

television realm

BOARDWALK EMPIRE
Directed by Martin Scorsese 

and starring Steve Buschemi...
are you not already sold? Not 

to mention its two Golden 
Globes! 

THE NEWSROOM
Brought to you by the creator 

of the West Wing, this one 
is all about providing a news 

source with integrity, dedicated  
to facilitating an informed 

electorate. It has also recieved 
some attention from the 
Golden Globe committee

THE SOPRANOS
Arguably HBO’s most 

successful show, the Sopranos 
boasts 5 Golden Globes from 
its 6 season run. It’s about a 
modern day mob boss (not to 
be confused with Boardwalk 
Empire’s mob boss from the 

Prohibition-era 20’s)

THE WIRE
A crime series that examines 

Baltimore from a different 
facet each season (drug 

scene, seaport, government, 
schools adn media). It’ll be what 

gets you through the end of 
Breaking Bad.



In the first few weeks of college, incoming freshmen 
experience a number of challenges that set college 
apart from high school. For most professors, 
regurgitating other people’s ideas no longer suffices; 
simply memorizing dates, events, and arguments 
becomes inadequate. As a whole, first years are 
challenged to reformat their minds to think in a whole 
new way. The process is often uncomfortable, but in 
the long run, this demand to develop into critical 
thinkers is beneficial for innumerable reasons. 

GOING BEYOND MEMORIZATION
The burden, however, doesn’t fall squarely on the 

student. According to Professor Bruce Buchanan, 
who teaches a lower-division Government course 
that focuses on constitutional principles reflected 
in core texts, maintaining a level of comfort in the 
classroom is key. An environment 
for intellectual growth must be 
constructed within the classroom, 
and professors are charged with 
creating an atmosphere where 
students can engage with one 
another and the course material 
without feeling alienated. 

Buchanan describes his lower-
division course as “a microcosm 
of America at a higher level of 
education…. in terms of majors 
and orientations towards life 
and politics.” The size of the class 
(there are over 200 students), 
and the wide range of beliefs 
represented each day, make 
students “cautious about being 
heated in their expressions.” 

So what’s Professor Buchanan’s 
solution for managing class discussions? “[What] I 
try to do,” he explains, “is create a context in which it 
is understood that people should feel free to express 
those differences, but they should do so respectfully 
rather than using sarcasm and letting their feelings 
get priority over their analytic arguments.” 

As Professor Buchanan sees it: “People have feelings 
and they make arguments in part driven by those 
feelings. But part of the way you avoid it getting ‘un-
useful’ is to ask people to try to operate slightly above 
the level of coming to blows.” Spirited discussion is 
encouraged as long as students are considerate. 

DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Professors address the issue of student’s strictly 

arguing from their political or religious point of 
view in various ways. Professor H. W. Brands, who 
teaches a history course on the American presidency, 
sometimes asks students to take the opposite stance. 
According to Professor Brands, the effect of this 
approach is to “cultivate a sense of humility in people.” 

He adds, “[If] you understand whatever you believe, 
other people believe the opposite, and those people 
are probably just as smart and well informed as 
you…[Y]ou’ll understand that important questions 
never have clear cut decisions. It’s always a matter of 
choosing between imperfect alternatives.”

ADDING A LITTLE DRAMA
Other classes aim to provoke student participation 

by more creative means. Professor Robert A. 
Olwell teaches a history course where students 

reenact the debates leading to, 
and continuing through, the 
American Revolution. The class 
is essentially a game. Through 
speech making, letter writing, 
and role-playing, students must 
persuade others to their side and 
vote their way on certain issues—
all while being immersed in the 
time period. 

By having the students act out 
the part of historical figures, 
Professor Olwell explains, 
“they engage with the material 
much more intensively.” They 
understand that “things in 
History were created by choices 
that people made.” Debates 
among students do get heated, 
but Professor Olwell, who 

acts as Game Master, sees this as steaming from 
the competiveness of the game rather than from 
competing ideologies. 

The path to critical thinking goes two ways, and the 
responsibility falls on both students and professors. 
Students must be willing to challenge themselves 
intellectually and continue to revise their outlook on 
complex issues, while giving equal wait to all facets of 
the problem. However, this growth can only happen 
if professors maintain a neutral atmosphere were 
students can interact with one another amicably. It 
doesn’t always work, but when it does, all sides benefit. 
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HISTORY ON SPARKING STUDENT INTEREST 
& CREATING CONVERSATIONS WORTH HAVING

THINKING ON THENEXTLEVEL

“You’ll understand 
that important 

questions never 
have clear cut 
decisions. It’s 

always a matter of 
choosing between 

imperfect 
alternatives”
-H.W. Brands

JACOB TROUBLEFIELD

CURRENT EVENTS 
AN ALTERNATIVE 

DRIVE OF STUDENT 
INTEREST

AFTER OBAMA’S ELECTION 
IN 2008, INTEREST AND 

INVOLVEMENT IN 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY

AFTER THE RELEASE OF 
INDIANA JONES RAIDERS OF THE 

LOST ARC IN 1981, THE 
ARCHAEOLOGY 

DEPARTMENT EXPERIENCED A 
SPIKE IN ENROLLMENT

AFTER THE ECONOMIC DOWNTURN 
IN 2008, INTEREST IN PLAN II 

ECONOMICS 
AN OPTION FOR FULFILLING THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE REQUIREMENT, 

INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY 
FOR 2 YEARS
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RACE IN 
MODERN MEDIA

As a wide-eyed middle schooler, I was convinced 
that Miley Cyrus, doubling as Hannah Montana, had 
the life. She went to school in Malibu and let us not 
forget, her father is the legendary Billy Ray Cyrus. 
And even amidst the achy-breaky hearts of several 
teen talents like Lindsey Lohan or Britney Spears, 
preteen Miley maintained a grounded appearance. 

While MC may not have been arrested for drug 
charges or victim to the head shaving frenzy (although, 
her buzz cut is pretty close), there’s an even more 
pressing issue that deserves criticism: an industry 
that condones an artist dressing up and performing 
an identity for national attention, at the expense 
of minority cultures. Ultimately, Cyrus’s recent 
metamorphosis harms the social representations 
of race in pop culture. From 
Miley to the controversy over 
the 2013 Miss America Pageant 
winner Nina Duvaluri, society’s 
reaction to these portrayals of 
racial minorities in the media 
speaks volumes about our 
“post-racial society”. 

Prior to production of the We 
Can’t Stop music video, Cyrus 
told her team of songwriters, 
“I want urban, I just want 
something that just feels black”. 
Female artists prior to Cyrus 
have expressed hypersexuality 
to prove their adulthood in the 
music industry, but what makes 
Cyrus uniquely problematic is her appropriation of 
black culture by reducing black women to sexual 
accessories. 

Cyrus is a product of an industry that produces 
entertainment. YouTube views to record sales 
cultivate her cultural relevance, hinged on a youth 
fandom obsessed with the provocative. What the 
industry does not invest in is embracing genuine 
racial identity. 

Shortly after Cyrus’s breakthrough, Nina Davuluri of 
New York won the coveted 2013 Miss America title. 
As the first Indian American to win the historically 

white-privileged pageant, Davuluri’s victory sparked 
heated post-9/11 anguish from some. Immediately 
after her crowning, critics responded with both 
uneducated and essentialist comments. One tweeted: 
“Miss New York is an Indian. With all do respect, this 
is America”. Another added: “This Arab cannot win 
Miss America!” 

In today’s beauty pageants, women are not 
particularly awarded for their beauty, but their kind of 
femininity. Behind the glitz and glam, this is nothing 
more than the perpetuation of racial stereotypes. 
Albeit, Miss America cannot change over night, but 
the victory of an Indian American certainly signals 
some sign of progression from the white, blonde and 
blue-eyed standards in popular culture.   

Without a doubt, pop 
culture has social and political 
consequences. Images in the 
media of Miley reducing the 
agency of black female dancers, 
and the bigot responses 
to Davuluri, influence our 
perception of reality. As 
students of an academic 
institution that upholds value 
of inclusivity, media practices 
of race relations contribute to 
our interpretations of reality. 
Accordingly, these practices 
often regress efforts towards 
racial equality.  

Despite these instances of 
racism in the media, students at The University of 
Texas at Austin ought to engage in dialogue about 
inclusive practices of race and culture. Discussions 
about West Campus affairs, or on-campus issues 
like the Affirmative Action debate all influence our 
perception of race. Instead of a passive approach to 
community inclusion, as a student, it is important 
to increase awareness of stereotypes both on and 
off screen, in order to facilitate the fine line between 
cultural influence and appropriation.  

FALLING SHORT OF POLITCALLY-CORRECT 
IN A SUPPOSEDLY POST-RACIAL SOCIETY

As students of an 
academic institution 

that upholds 
value of inclusivity, 
media practices 
of race relations 
contribute to our 
interpretations of 

reality. 

SOME TWEETS 
FROM THE NIGHT 

OF THE MISS 
AMERICA PAGEANT:

“I swear I’m not racist but this is 
America” 

“Asian or Indian are you kiddin this is 
America”

“this is America. not India”

“Miss New York is an Indian.. With all 
due respect, this is America”

Source: Buzzfeed

SONALI KALVALA



INTERDISCIPLINARY 
STUDIES

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
STUDIES

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
STUDIES

Teagan Gil is a second year biology pre-med major with a hobby that isn’t considered 
‘typical’ by her peers. She aspires to become a doctor, and has an additional passion for 
poetry; her first poem was written for a middle-school teacher when she was just six years 
old. That first poem kindled an interest that has continued on into her adult life. When 
asked what her peers think of her hobby, Teagan responded that she receives a lot of raised 
eyebrows. “I’m constantly asked, ‘Well, what are you going to do with that?’” she said with 
a grin. “People feel that I have no vision of what I want to do with my life because of 
my diverse interests.” Teagan fervently disagrees with this viewpoint because of the fact 
that her poetry has helped to improve her writing and critical thinking skills. “For some 
reason, there is this stigmatism that my ‘artsy’ interest has no correlation whatsoever with 
my scientific major. But they’re wrong,” says Teagan.

In college, Teagan says she feels better-rounded than some of her peers in the College of 
Natural Sciences, due to her experience in writing poetry. “When I am writing a scientific 
paper, I am usually better at getting my point across because I know how to structure 
sentences the right way,” explained Teagan. “I read other papers and I feel that if they 
simply had more knowledge of the English language, they would be much easier to 
understand.” For her, poetry is also a way to express herself. “I can express feelings that I 
would normally be too embarrassed or shy to say,” admits Teagan. It is also a method that 
she uses to de-stress when her academic life becomes too overwhelming. 

For incoming freshman with interests as diverse as hers, Teagan suggests that they 
explore what the university has to offer and see what sparks their interest. “Do what 
you want to do,” she recommends. “Don’t take forever, but take some time to investigate 
yourself. It’s worth it.” 

Will Schuhmacher is like many of us.  He’s working toward the future and striving 
to make a positive impact on society.  As a Corporate Communications major, 
Will has decided to minor in Spanish, a decision he hopes will broaden his skill 
set.  He’s a Texas Fiji, has his license to sell real estate, and studied abroad with 
IES in Barcelona this past summer.  I sat down with Will to find out more about 
his experience as an interdisciplinary student.

Q: What led you to declaring Spanish as your minor?
A: When I studied abroad this summer that really opened up a new perspective 
for me.  I was immersed in a Spanish speaking community for six weeks and 
as a result, I am now somewhat fluent.  That experience made me realize how 
beneficial it would be to have Spanish as a minor on my resume.  I will be able to 
communicate with members of a culture that is entirely different from my own; 
an ability I hope will open many doors for me in the future.

Q: How will minoring in Spanish complement the skills you are currently 
developing as a Corporate Communications major?
A: I think my major and minor will go hand in hand.  Spanish will enhance 
my experience as a Communications major by increasing the number of people 
with whom I’ll be communicating.  Its no secret that the state of Texas has an 
enormous Spanish speaking community, and I plan on using my Corporate 
Communications skills to help members of that community situate themselves 
within the corporate sphere.

Q: What about your real estate license?
A: Same deal.  Having a license to sell real estate might not count 
as an academic credential, but I can use Spanish to widen the 
range of opportunities that I can pursue once I graduate.

Q: Would you recommend interdisciplinary studies to 
anyone?
A: Definitely.  Anyone who wants to expand their horizons, 
or learn to think outside the box.  I feel like studying in the 
Liberal Arts school has made me more rounded, you know?  
I think the all of the diverse skills I am learning are going 
to help me down the road.  Because that is what college is 
about right?  If you’re more focused on getting a degree than 
developing the skills you’re going to use for the rest of your 
life, you probably won’t be able to handle yourself very well.

WILL SCHUHMACHER

TEAGAN GIL

JAMES BALAGIA

MADELEINE KENNEY

“When I am writing a scientific 
paper, I am usually better 
at getting my point across 

because I know how to 
structure sentences the right 
way...I read other papers and 
I feel that if they simply had 

more knowledge of the English 
language, they would be much 

easier to understand”
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With over 40 majors crammed into the College of Liberal Arts, it would be difficult 
for someone to claim it wasn’t versatile. Yet even so, CoLA students are often labeled 
as one-dimensional. It’s a crime to contain anyone at UT into a single box, especially 
because we are always trying to think outside of them. Don’t believe us? Check these 4 
interdisciplinary students out:

With its vast selection of majors, courses, and 
academic opportunities, the College of Liberal Arts 
at UT undoubtedly attracts students from all over the 
university, whether they are studying architecture, 
biology, or studio art. Olivia Mendez is a first-year studio 
art major in the College of Fine Arts. Her interests in 
feminism, history, and her Mexican-American heritage 
all tie her to the College of Liberal Arts. 

Her current UGS course, Race in the Age of Obama, 
has also opened Olivia up to the possibility of expanding 
her interests through Liberal Arts courses. Mendez says 
“it’s very inspirational and interesting to learn about 
different cultures and their histories so I can find a 
way to incorporate them into my art”. If you take a flip 
through Mendez’s sketchbooks, you will find intricate 
drawings of whales, beautiful still-life portraits and a 
plethora of abstract designs based off of many cultural 
traditions. Olivia enjoys pulling inspiration from her favorite historical artists such as 
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Salvador Dali, as well as from different classical eras of 
culture in Latin America, India, Europe, and China.

Consequently, she often finds herself immersed in the world of history and literature. 
Researching the cultural aspects of different time periods in different areas of the world 
allows Mendez to find ideas from just about anything: a culture’s clothing, food, religion, 
language, sculptures, architecture, and more. Even Olivia’s wardrobe reflects her rich 
and eclectic taste in art and culture. She aims to be as “well-rounded as possible” in her 
education, art, and beyond. 

Olivia proves that it is easy and exciting to find out new ways to explore how her interests 
relate to other colleges and courses outside of her current major. Inspiration is everywhere 
you look and it can almost be guaranteed that what ever you find has its roots in Liberal 
Arts studies.

Freshman M’Leah Clepper walks through campus on her way to class smiling.  Sure, she 
has tests for the next three days on top of extracurricular activity events.  And, yes she has a 
schedule filled to the brim with studying, attending meetings, and hanging out with friends.  
However, M’Leah also knows that her education is paying off, especially since that education 
is founded in Liberal Arts studies.  Much to the surprise of some students, it is completely 
possible to excel academically in more than one field of study, especially when one or more 
of the fields are part of the College of Liberal Arts.  Liberal Arts itself is so broad and freeing 
in its opportunities; for example, students who are Plan II Majors, a major unique to the 
College of Liberal Arts, are by definition students with interdisciplinary studies.  The College 
is so accommodating; it allows for students with many differing interests to still do well and 
graduate within four years.  This can be challenging, but M’Leah proves to everyone that it is 
not impossible, as she is a thriving triple major.

M’Leah is a Government, Philosophy, and Latin major, making her one of a select few to 
cross schools in an extreme way.  Despite the statistically small amount of students who are 
triple majors, M’Leah is excited for all that Liberal Arts is able to offer her that other schools 
are not.  “Being able to attain several different qualifications in many related fields shows 
how interwoven our lives are with liberal arts,” M’Leah comments, “Understanding all of 
these disciplines help you to understand the basics of our society in a different light.”

Contrary to the assumption that students with interests in many fields are just indecisive, 
M’Leah has a definite plan: graduate UT in four years and attend Law School to study 
Corporate Law.  As she puts it, her three majors are “geared towards Law School, especially 
when they are all mixed together.  These degrees will help me achieve an even higher 
education and make a difference in the world.” Not only is she academically driven, M’Leah 
is also involved in many extracurricular activities which further her goals: she is a member 
of the Delta Gamma sorority, a Liberal Arts Honors student, and a member of the UT Polo 
Club.  

She comments that although her schedule is busy, she is able to do everything she wants 
because “the College of Liberal Arts offers brilliant academic advisors who are willing to 
help crazy people like me attain three degrees in four years.  I am grateful for this resource, 
because I honestly have no idea how I would manage my schedules without them.”  She 
plans ahead for tests and essays, keeps her schedule as organized as possible, makes time for 
friends, and even has time for painting, which she enjoys to do “on the side for some extra 
cash.”

OLIVIA MENDEZ

M’LEAH CLEPPER

LOGAN HAILEY

KELLIE STONE

“Being able to attain several 
different qualifications in many 

related fields shows how interwoven 
our lives are with liberal arts...

understanding all of these disciplines 
helps you to understand the basics 
of our society in a different light.”
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President Obama’s recent 
announcement that he will seek 
approval of the US Congress before 
issuing an executive order to militarily 
intervene in Syrian civil war has 
sparked a passionate debate, not only 
about the issue at hand but about the 
idea of debate itself. 

THE BACKDROP FOR THE CLASS
What skills are necessary for an in-

depth intellectual conversation over 
such a complicated matter? What 
experiences and form of education
could prepare citizens to analyze 
and evaluate the multitude of issues 
we face today? Reacting to the Past, 
a truly unique course taught by 
Julie Casey, offers a glimpse into an 
exceptional academic experience 
from which Liberal Arts students use 
expressiveness, ambition and initiative 
to engage in a world of complex 
political issues.  

The amount of enthusiasm Julie Casey 
expresses when describing the value 
of Reacting to the Past is admirable 
to watch. Ms. Casey received her 
B.A. in the Plan II Honors Program 
at UT Austin and her M.A. in Social 
Science and Public Policy from the 
University of Chicago. She taught at 
DePaul University in Chicago before 
coming to UT, and her past career 
path was concentrated in public policy, 
specifically researching education 
reform. 

WORK HARD, PLAY HARDER
But it is not the research she has done 

that truly animates her smile, it is the 
zealous attitude of her students from 
Reacting to the Past. This course is 
based on role-playing to familiarize 

Liberal Arts students with vibrant 
political environments from various 
historic periods. 

Students impersonate significant 
political figures in 403 B.C. Athens, 
in the transitional period of Emperor 
Wan-Li’s reign in 1587 A.D. China 
and in the troublesome revolutionary 
period of 18th century France. Students 
are expected to use “the depth of 

knowledge” acquired from great works 
like Rousseau’s Social Contract and 
the Analects of Confucius to embody 
significant historic heroes whose ideas 
have shaped the world. 

The debate sparked by president 
Obama’s urgent announcement has 
revealed the importance of persuasion 
and careful consideration of all the sides 
involved in this international dilemma. 
Julie Casey holds that students in her 
class obtain the skills necessary to 
debate current issues. 

A STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
By embodying many influential 

historic figures, students experience 
“what it’s like to make a policy.” The 
course prepares students how to be 
deliberative and active citizens, and 
how to “understand what kind of 
leadership is expected, because they’ve 
been leaders themselves.” 

“Reacting to the Past [is] a unique 
experience to have in a classroom,” 
says 3rd year American Studies major 
Lauren Bednarski of the experinece.

“I have never seen students become 
so immersed in the material they were 
learning....the rivalries in the classroom 
game definitely extended outside of 
the class time. I have also never been 
more motivated to do outside research 
(anything to win the game). Overall, I 
think the way the class is set up inspires 
students to go above and beyond what 
a normal college course would expect 
from you.”

WHY IT MATTERS
As our nation dives into an intense 

debate over military intervention in 
Syria, the qualities and skills necessary 
for a truly serious-minded deliberative 
process ought to be reemphasized. 

Describing her exceptional course, 
Julie Casey intently claims that “if 
you’ve done your work wholeheartedly, 
and you have confidence in yourself, 
and you have the skills…you can 
handle anything.” 

While we can deliberate over the 
skills necessary to tackle complexity of 
current events, it is evident that such 
devoted professors and such uniquely 
structured courses will prepare students 
to confidently confront the trembling 
ground of international politics. 

JULIE CASEY

ALEX D’JAMOOS

12

“I think the way the 
class is set up inspires 

students to go 
above and beyond 

what a normal college 
course would expect 

from you”
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PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT: BRINGING THE ISSUES TO THE CLASSROOM

THE REACTING 
CONSORTIUM

Professor Casey’s class is a 
part of a program called the 

Reacting Consortium, in which 
participation spans faculty from 

universities across the nation

THE MISSION
The mission of the Reacting 
Consortium is to promote 
imagination, inquiry, and 

engagement as foundational 
features of teaching and student 

learning in higher education 
through the development and 

dissemination of Reacting to the 
Past role playing games.

THE RESULT
The games effectively support 

the achievement of critical 
thinking, historical and 
intercultural knowledge, 

empathy, leadership, 
integrative learning, effective 

communication skills, and 
intellectual curiosity among 

students
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THE SCHOLAR
FEAR AND LOATHING IN FRENCH 340K

After mumbling my first semi-coherent words 
at the age of 2, I took a vow of silence for an 
undetermined amount of time. I lived up to the 
old adage “Children should be seen and not 
heard”. I only spoke when absolutely necessary, 
maintaining a monkish demeanor for about a 
decade. 

This lack of sociability was entirely self-created. 
I preferred to listen to what everyone else had 
to say rather than contribute anything myself. 
Gradually I began to talk, win over friends, 
perform in school plays, and gain something 
of an image as a guy who could throw out a 
witty comment or quasi-intelligent statement. 
Yet I continued to be the timid, rural kid I had 
always been: too shy to speak up, too unwilling 
to do anything to overcome my timidity. 

Fast-forward to college. The first few days of 
school can bring discomfort to introverts like 
myself. The meet and greet that happens on 
the first day of class poses a dilemma of sorts. 
Preemptively, I know that there are standard 
questions that the professor will ask of every 
student. What’s your name? Where are you 
from? What is your major? Why are you taking 
this class? And if my luck has run out: What’s 
something interesting about you? 

This last question inevitably makes me 
scramble to find the most absurd, most 
interesting thing about myself that I can think 
up. As fewer and fewer students give their 

usual replies and the spotlight comes closer to 
me, the jitters set in. It’s probably too soon to 
mention that in my junior year I was hit by a car 
while riding my bike. So I settle on something 
uninteresting (i.e. I build model planes), and I 
resume my position outside the spotlight.

This semester I decided that this reclusive 
lifestyle needed changing. I’d seen numerous 
quotes stating that if you want to amount to 

anything, you must confront your fears. I 
saw that taking a course on French literature 
taught entirely in French would be the scariest 
situation I could put myself in. I was right.

The first class wasn’t too bad. The normal spiel 
of going over the syllabus, with the professor 
interjecting humorous things here and there, 
and those dreaded introductory questions. 

The terror hit in the second class. The reading 

for that day was a mostly incomprehensible 
chapter from a romantic novella written in 
the late 18th century. Something about a 
Frenchman named René listening to a Native 
American named Chactas talk about his life 
with tons of descriptions of nature. 

Now if this was an English literature course, 
and we were discussing a book from the 
same time period, it would still be difficult. 
Romanticism is a tricky genre. But I can hold my 
own in my native tongue. My French, however, 
is at the level of a middle school aged child. So 
trying to take a sophisticated thought, and then 
dumbing it down to fit my limited vocabulary 
is difficult, especially since I have to formulate 
every sentence in my mind before I can attempt 
to say it out loud. Once I’ve got something to 
contribute, however, the discussion usually 
takes a different turn. My thought now seems 
out of place. “What’s the point of saying it,” I 
think to myself. In English, of course. 

The anxiety of talking in class never 
completely goes away; each contribution 
meets some hesitancy. But it’s a worthwhile 
endeavor. The only way I can better myself 
as a student, and overcome my shyness, is to 
throw myself in uncomfortable situations. If I 
avoid them, I will remain in a perpetual state of 
idleness, an intellectual limbo, which is frankly 
counterproductive to a college education. 

My French...is at the level of a 
middle school aged child. So trying 

to take a sophisticated thought, 
and then dumbing it down to fit 
my limited vocabulary is difficult, 

especially since I have to formulate 
every sentence in my mind before 

I can attempt to say it out loud.
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Rome wasn’t built in a day, but a record setting 
box fort will be. On November 15th, Gregory Plaza 
will be covered in over 3,500 boxes, recycled from 
local businesses and likely in the shape of a giant 
longhorn logo. But if a giant fort isn’t cool enough 
for you, an interactive fair will be surrounding the 
creation, along with a speaker series, courtesy of 
Events and Entertainment. Although the event is 
still in its planning stages, it’s looking to reach a 
wide array of students, from business to liberal arts 
to architecture. 
In fact, it was an architecture student who 

designed the fort. Entering in a competition, 
students submitted plans for how the fort could 
look. Student involvement is key for a project 
of this magnitude, and volunteers are definitely 
appreciated. Plan II and Geography senior, Emily 
Mixon is a lead organizer of the project and admits, 
“We are looking into Guinness [but] even if that 
doesn’t come through, our fort will still be a record 
for UT, and possibly for the nation.” Campus 
Environmental Center, a branch of the university 
which handles everything from recycling at 
football games to a microfarm on campus, is also 
hoping to attract student organization involvement 
by offering a recycling bin decoration contest for 
the “swankiest bin.”
If the kid in you isn’t already pumped to attend, 

there are grown up reasons to go as well. CEC, in 
partnership with The Office of Sustainability, is 
promoting an environmentally healthy lifestyle. 
Mixon states, “In building it, we hope to not 
merely set a record, but inform students and 
change attitudes about sustainability on campus.” 
UT as a whole is doing its best to keep up its green 
initiatives. Recycling bins on campus are now 
“single stream”, which translates to no more sorting. 

Any recyclables go into any recycling bin, making it 
easier than ever to be mindful of the environment. 
Environmental awareness is reaching off 

campus, too. In 2010, Austin passed the Universal 
Recycling Ordinance, guaranteeing access to bins 
in residential areas, but many are still unaware 
of the options. Everything from houses to large 
apartment complexes should have a place to unload. 
Additionally, recycling centers like Ecology Action 
are more than welcome to help you out. If recycling 
isn’t your cup of tea, Austinites can ride bikes, use 
buses (which students can use for free), take only as 
much as you can eat in the dining halls, or even put 
your laptop in sleep mode when it’s not being used 
to keep the trees happy. 
And if keeping trees happy is your thing, Mixon 

suggests getting involved. “We have weekly 
meetings… featuring a range of speakers and DIY 
projects,” she mentions, but more importantly, “We 
welcome all majors at our volunteering events and 
meetings!” The group addresses multiple issues 
including food production, personal initiatives, 
and waste reduction which benefit the Austin area, 
but also express concern for sustainability all over 
the world. 
If you don’t want to volunteer to build the giant, 

student-designed, box fort, and if you’re sick 
the day of the event (let’s be real, why else would 
you miss this?), then the least you can do is take 
the bus. Moving forward into the 21st century, 
sustainability is a huge concern. Air pollution gets 
worse every day and animals are going extinct faster 
than any other time in history. Projects like this and 
organizations such as the Campus Environmental 
Center are doing their best to save the world, both 
for us, and future generations of Bevos. 

Clifton Harness 2013

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Join the Office of 
Sustainability on Nov. 15

in the breaking of the 
world record for the 

biggest box fort
ever created

PATTY SANGER

WANT MORE INFORMATION ON 
HOW TO DO YOUR PART IN KEEPING 

AUSTIN GREEN? 
CHECK OUT THESE RESOURCES:

Visit Austin’s Universal Recycling Ordinance 
to see if your apartment complex should 

be providing recycling

Utcapusenvironmentalcenter.wordpress.
com is a blog run by the environmental 

center full of additional tips on how to stay 
green

Email info@utenvironment.org for more 
info on the Campus Environmental Center
(also check out their facebook and Twitter)



CAN’T GET 
ENOUGH OF 
FESTIVALS? 

Art City Austin
(Apr. 12-13)

Carnaval Brasileiro
(Feb. 1)

South by 
Southwest

(Mar. 7-16)

Austin Reggae 
Fest

(Apr. 18-20)

Eeyore’s Birthday
(Apr. 26)

Austin Kite 
Festival

(Mar. 2014)

As a UT student, part of the Austin 
experience is doing Austin-y things: 
eating at food trucks, kayaking on Lady 
Bird Lake, and going a festival (or two, 
or three). 

Major events like these take place 
nearly every month, and tickets can be 
pricey and difficult to obtain. Some of 
the most coveted of these tickets are 
for festivals happening this semester-- 
Austin City Limits, Fun Fun Fun Fest, 
and Austin Film Festival. 

A great option for students on a tight 
budget is volunteering at the event. 
Often times volunteering at a festival 
means working for a few hours and 
then getting to attend the festival with 
everyone else at your leisure.

AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
UT senior Kelsey Stewart has 

volunteered twice at Austin City Limits 
and has referred many of her friends to 
do the same. 

“I was really happy with how it 
went,” Stewart said. She felt it was 
a fun experience with many perks: 
free t-shirt, free camelback, and free 
entrance to the festival. 

Stewart mentioned a potential 
downside though, volunteering can 
interfere with shows you want to see, 
though for her and many others, that 
problem never presented itself. 

Another consideration for applicants 
is the $10 application fee. As a tip 
to future applicants: ACL festival is 
involved in environmental initiatives, 
so they look for any green experience. 

The selection process is still stringent, 
however, which is why Stewart will be 
attending the fest “old school” with her 
friends this year. 

FUN FUN FUN FEST
Often times, smaller festivals can be 

easier to volunteer for. At Fun Fun 
Fun Festival, volunteers have the 

opportunity to see more unique acts, 
many of which will come back around 
for SXSW and ACL the following year. 

Vendors offer their employees the 
chance to work and then enjoy the 
festival. In addition to vendors, 
organizations including “Texas 
Freedom Network,” bring their own 
volunteers to the festival. 

Similar to ACL, volunteers give up a 
fraction of their time helping out at the 
fest, and are able to spend the remainder 

of their time moseying around. Fun is 
an especially unique festival with the 
line-up ranging from electro-indie to 
stand-up. In 2011, actor/comedian/
rapper Donald Glover performed 
standup and then appeared as his alter-
ego Childish Gambino.

AUSTIN FILM FESTIVAL
Austin Film Festival, another 

relatively less popular one, is easily 
the most straight-forward application 
process. AFF looks for volunteers that 
demonstrate a love and enthusiasm for 
film through their online application 
system. Volunteers are selected from 
the database, and once selected, they get 
to attend the festival for free. Festival 
access badges depend on the number of 
hours worked. 

Volunteer Coordinator, Fernando 
Martinez, urged students interested in 
film to donate their time. “People come 
back with scripts. We even have script 
competitions,” also adding that many 
volunteers come back to work for the 
organization part- or full-time. 

For non-film majors working for AFF, 
which is a nonprofit, it can even count 
as community service hours. 

Clearly, there are countless reasons 
to get involved—from free admissions 
to networking to fulfilling community 
service hours—and multiple 
opportunities to do so. In your time at 
UT, there’s no excuse for not checking 
this off your bucket list.
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saving a buck at festivals

ALEYA NOOR

Volunteers give up a 
fraction of their time 

helping out at the 
fest, and are able to 
spend the remainder 

of their time 
moseying around

Volunteering: A Way Around Breaking The Bank



        CAMPUS  
  UPDATES

LEGISLATION 
RECAP

S.B. 1303 Explained
This bill address three issues identified by 
the President and Policy Director in Senate’s 
Constitution:
1 There is no process for convening a 
General Assembly meeting virtually, or 
when a physical meeting is not feasible 
(e.g. after finals where something needs to 
be approved by GA)
2. The Constitution does not reflect the reality 
that Senate’s President and Vice President 
are certified by the Dean of Students as full-
time students, which allows them to take 
less than 12 hours of class
3. The scope of the Curriculum Committee’s 
charge in the Constitution does not 
completely reflect the work that the 
committee does.

All of these issues concern Senate’s 
operations; primary stakeholders are the 
members of the College Council delegations.

This bill address the issues listed above by:
1. Adding a section to Article 9 of the 
Constitution that allows for a virtual meeting 
of the General Assembly; delegations must 
confirm their presence by phone with the 
Senate President.
2. Adding a line to the President’s and Vice 
President’s description in Article 5 that states 
that each are considered full-time students.
3. Rewriting Article 10 Section 5 to describe 
the Academic Policy Committee; it is 
responsible for working on issues related to 
earning a degree at UT-Austin.

S.B. 1303
Amending the Constitution of the 

Senate of College Councils

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

PASSED

OCTOBER 2013
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LOOKING AHEAD

Undergraduate Research Grant Applications due: 10/25 at 5:00 P.M.
Each semester, the Senate of College Councils’ Undergraduate Research Committee administers the $1,000 Undergraduate 
Research Grant. Eligible applicants include students assisting a faculty member with a research project, as well as students 
conducting independent or partnered research. It is open to ALL majors. More information and application can be found at http://
utsenate.org/urg. 
Submit your application electronically or any questions toSenateURC@gmail.com

IntegrityUT Week: 10/22-24 
IntegrityUT Week -- October 22-24, Senate will be tabling on Gregory Plaza to promote the NEW Honor Code with informational 
materials, wristbands and T-shirts. 

LAC’s Academic Affairs will also be hosting daily Lunch and Learns in the SAC with free food, including one featuring President Bill 
Powers on Thursday, October 24. 
Contact lac.academicaffairs@gmail.com for questions

Liberal Arts Study Abroad Scholarship Application due: 11/1 at 11:59 P.M.
The Spring Study Abroad Scholarship is awarded to Liberal Arts students studying or conducting research abroad in Spring of 2014. 
Restrictions: Must be an undergraduate student in the College of Liberal Arts with a minimum 2.75 GPA and 15 hours in residence 
to apply. Scholarships are not offered for Maymesters. 
Amount of award: $500-$2000 
Application: http://www.utexas.edu/cola/student-affairs/Programs
Contact lac.academicaffairs@gmail.com for questions



J
LIBERAL ARTS WEEK

Liberal Arts Council
116 Inner Campus 
Drive, Stop G6000

Austin, Texas 
78712-1257 

 
utexaslac@gmail.

com
Tel: 972-746-3388
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Each year, Liberal Arts Council hosts Liberal Arts Week, which is a 
celebration of the humanities and social sciences. With a “Deep in 
the Heart of TX” theme, this year’s events include speaker panels and 
fundraising opportunities (see below)

Get in touch with 
LAC! 

Have suggestions, 
questions, or 

concerns?
 

Let us know:

Texas Two Step hosted by Campus and Ccommunity Focus  
6-8 PM in the SAC Ballroom 
Our event will be Texas Two Step, a social event where students of the Liberal Arts 
College can come and learn to two step and line dance. We will be hosting Texas 
Ballroom Club as guests to teach specific dances. As a service portion to our 
event, we will have a raffle of different gift baskets that students who attend can 
enter and possibly win. The proceeds from the raffle will go towards the Boys and 
Girls Club of Austin.

Research Fair hosted by Academic Affairs (partnered with UBC)
11-1 in the CLA 
Event showcasing research opportunities in the college by various faculty and 
programs. Students will also present some of their research work. 

Professor Panel hosted by Departmental Ambassadors
6:30 PM in SAC Ballroom
Departmental Ambassadors will be having a professor round table-style discussion 
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday October 8 that is entitled  “Political Predictions: The Future 
of Texas” to complement the Liberal Arts Week theme,  “Deep in the Heart of UT.” 
This will concern the state’s future in terms of blue/red, liberal/conservative, 
urban/rural, and demographic makeup while addressing the state’s political 
parties and electoral process. 

Fall 2013 Liberal Arts Career Fair hosted by Student Affairs
11-3 Texas Union Ballroom

Pie-A-Professor hosted by Traditions from 11-2 in East Mall. 
Donate $1, answer two questions correctly, and get ready to pie a professor! All 
proceeds go toward The Liberator scholarship.

OCTOBER 8

THE LINEUP
OCTOBER 7

OCTOBER 9

OCTOBER 10



ON THE BALLOT
U.S. Senate    X
U.S. House    X
State Executives   X
State Senate   P
State House   P
Ballot Measures   P

BALLOT MEASURE: 
A proposal that the entire 

electorate (you and the rest of the 
registered voters in TX) 
votes to accept or reject

Number of Proposals (Ballot 
Measures) by Category

*There are 10 proposals on the 2013 ballot, each 
appears in at least 2 categories
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ELECTION 2013
STUDENT OPINION
A breakdown of why you should care, even in the odd years

Believe it or not, come the first Tuesday of November, there WILL be an 
election you can participate in. Here’s a little local government rundown 

to help you decide if you should vote:

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

STATE SENATE
To replace Mario Gallegos (D) 

of Senate District 6
 

STATE HOUSE
To replace Mark Strama (D) 

of House District 50 

“The events this summer [surrounding 
Senate Bill 5] demonstrated just how 

important local and state elections are on 
issues directly affecting Texans. One of 

the House members who was an integral 
part in standing up against the omnibus 
abortion legislation this summer, Rep. 
Donna Howard, won her district by 4 

votes. Sen. Wendy Davis also won in a 
competitive district where the majority 

votes Republican in presidential elections. 
Without these two women, the attention 
and opposition to the bills would have 

been much less powerful. Alternatively, if 
more people had voted in local and state 
elections, there might have been more 
legislators opposing the bill and it may 

not have passed.”
-DANIELLE CORLEY

Votesmart.org
A non-partisan nonprofit educational organization 
whose mission is to provide backgrounds and voting 
records to the general public so as to facilitate a well-
informed electorate

Texas Civic Health Index
A comprehensive look at civic & political engagement 
in Texas. It presents information about who engages 
in their communities, in politics, and how.

“Local elections matter more than you 
might think. It is local elected officials 
who manage your city services, parks, 
zoning ordinances, infrastructure, and 
so much more, all of which arguably 

affect you on a much more personal level 
than any federal election ever would. 
Local politics matter especially in our 

current political climate, with Washington 
as well as more and more state 

governments sitting at a standstill and 
local governments increasingly having 
to go the extra mile in legislating and 

governing as needed. By voting in local 
elections, which are often underrated and 

go uncontested, you are able to make 
your voice count even more on matters 

that do in fact matter.”
-APOORVA MAHAJAN

Texas Nationally Ranks:
- 42nd in registration of voting 

aged citizens

- 48th in turnout for the 2012 
presidential election

- 49th in contacting public officials

- 44th in amount of citizens 
particpating in political discussion

- 49th in electoral competitiveness

-50th in voter turnout to the 
2010 election

The most named reason for not 
voting was “People do not know 
enough about the candidates or 

issues” followed closely by “People 
don’t have enough time to find out 
about the candidates or issues”

SOME STATS
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MIDTERM STUDY SPOTS
As the semester goes on, the “first 

week” mentality reluctantly fades 
away as the grind of studying settles 
in. There’s a perfect place to study for 
every preference, and here’s a list of  
places to get you started. Not all the 
places are on campus, which makes it 
all the more exciting; it’s a great way to 
venture out into Austin and get a feel 
of the city. Don’t worry, all these places 
have outlets and WiFi. 

Spider House Café
Location: 2908 Fruth Street
Hours: Monday-Sunday: 11:00 AM–
2:00 AM

Spider House is a great place to do 
group work but if you want to get work 
done solo, just plug in your earphones 
and get ready to stay put because they 
offer BOTTOMLESS COFFEE. Sorry 
tea drinkers, there are options for you 
for sure. There are plenty of outlets and 
space and, if the weather is nice, the 
patio is a fun place read. 
Sidenote: This is a chill place to hang 
out with friends when you don’t have 
homework too. At night, the patio is lit 
up with twinkly lights, which makes it, 
calm place to study for that impossible 
philosophy exam.

Mozart’s
Location: 3825 Lake Austin Blvd. 
Hours: Monday – Thursday: 7:00 AM – 
12:00 AM; Friday: 7:00 AM – 1:00 AM; 
Saturday – Sunday: 8:00 AM – 1:00 AM

Mozart’s is simply beautiful because it 
overlooks the lake, it has a lot of space 
to study and it’s easy to be productive 
with the right music and mindset. You 
can study inside or outside, whatever 
suits your fancy. If you’re a stress eater 
this may not be the best for you because 
they offer the best assortment of tasty 
pastries and Amy’s Ice Cream. 
Sidenote: Mozart’s has live music 

from Thursday through Sunday on the 
outdoor patio which looks over the 
lake and hills of Austin. 

Bennu Coffee
Location: 2001 E. Martin Luther King 
Jr. Blvd.
Hours: 24/7

This place is about a seven minute 
drive from campus, yeah I said seven, 
but you don’t need a car to get here 
because it’s on four different Capitol 
Metro stops. It’s the closest 24 hour 
coffee shop/study space to campus. It’s 
pretty awesome because it has a lot of 
places to sit and plethora of outlets. 
They have great tea and even better 
music as the night wares on, and your 
battery slowly drains. 
Sidenote: The baristas are really funny 
so if you decide to sit at the bar, just 
know that it’s really fun to interact with 
them. Ask them about the meaning of 
life. I said they have great tea, but the 
names of the teas are pretty clever as 
well. You’ll have a harder time choosing 
what tea to drink than a study spot. 
Good luck. 

Gregory Gym
Hours:  Monday – Thursday – 6:00 AM 
– 1:00 AM; Friday – 6:00 AM – 10:00 
PM; Saturday- 8:00 AM – 10:00 PM; 
Sunday – 10:00 AM – 1:00 AM

Unconventional? Maybe. But every 
time I work out at Gregory there are 
always people walking in with laptops 
and backpacks. The tables and chairs in 
the building are relatively empty most 
of the time because most people go to 
the gym to work out (go figure). It’s a 
really quiet place to study, surprisingly 
enough, and it’s not crowded. This is 
optimal if you’re looking for a change 
of scenery from the PCL. 
Sidenote: When studying for long 
periods of time, it’s good to take a 

break to revamp your attention span 
and working out for a little bit is a great 
way to do that. Gregory would give you 
a wonderful opportunity to catch up on 
your reading, and on your New Years’ 
Resolution.

La Tazza Fresca
Location: 519 W 37th St, Austin, Texas 
78705
Hours: Monday - Saturday:  8:00 AM–
12:00 AM; Sunday: 9:00 AM–12:00 AM

La Tazza Fresca is a lot like Bennu in 
its relaxed atmosphere and cool staff. 
If you’re ever in need of some creative 
inspiration, just have a conversation 
with one of the baristas. You’ll never 
know where it can take you. They offer 
free refills, and fair prices, which is 
perfect for us college students. It’s not 
entirely quiet though, so keep that in 
mind if that’s important to you. 
Sidenote: Word on the street is, they 
serve the best Chai in town so check 
that out if you’re about that tea drinking 
life, go for it.  Also, they have hookah 
on the patio outside, if that sort of thing 
tickles your fancy. Get there early to 
claim a seat though, this place fills up 
fast.

In the SAC and CLA Sky Bridge
Location: On the 4th floor of either 
building, wander until you find it.
Hours: Until 3:00 AM

This place is not a coffee shop but it is 
a quiet place to get on that study grind. 
It’s a small designated study space so 
there and chairs and tables set up. The 
view is pretty great, but it can get a little 
distracting. 
Sidenote: There are several places like 
this on campus, search for them, ask 
around and I’m sure you’ll find a gem 
that appeals to your sensibilities.

NATALIA NARANJO
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HELPING YOU GO FROM MAJOR TO CAREER

COLLEGE TO CAREER COURSES: Register 
for a course to help you connect what 
you’re learning now with potential jobs, 
and to explore career options. 
http://bit.ly/lacscourses  

Liberal Arts Career Services  |  FAC 18  |  512.471.7900  |  lacs@austin.utexas.edu  |  www.utexas.edu/cola/orgs/lacs/
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AND ANYWHERE IN BETWEEN

CAREER EXPO: Mark your calendar for the 
fall career fair on October 19. Start working 
on your resume and researching available 
opportunities and attending employers. 
http://bit.ly/lacsexpo11  

@LACS: Are you using social media in your 
job or internship search? You should be. 
Learn how to do it, and how we can help.
http://bit.ly/lacssm  

Resumes • Cover Letters • Internships • Interviewing • Pre-Law • Grad School • Career Courses • Social Media • Career Research • Career Fairs

BEYOND THE TOWER BOOT CAMP: RSVP 
for the August 19th boot camp from 
12-3p, a 3-hour job search crash course. 
http://bitly.com/lacsbc811
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